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INTRODUCTION



Compiled by the SBC Energy Institute

About SBC Energy Institute

The SBC Energy Institute (SBC-EI) has been created to generate and promote understanding of the current and future energy

technologies that will be needed to provide a safe, secure and reliable mix, as world energy supply shifts from carbon intensive to

carbon restricted.

The SBC-EI is a non-profit, expert energy-research group that leverages its expertise within energy technology and economic

fundamentals to provide access to facts and data covering the complete range of potential and actual energy sources, in order to

promote understanding of technology maturity, development priorities and deployment rationale.



About the Climate Change FactBook

This document aims to make accessible to a wide audience the key scientific aspects of climate change, in preparation for the COP 21

meeting, which will be held in Paris, in December 2015. The report defines the core scientific concepts relating to climate change and

presents evidence for past and recent changes in the Earth’s climate. It also collates peer-reviewed content covering the attribution of

observed changes, the projections made by the most recent climate models, and their potential consequences.
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Please refer to this document as “SBC Energy Institute (2015), Climate Change FactBook”
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1. CORE CONCEPTS OF CLIMATE



CHANGE



What is the greenhouse effect? (1/3)

EARTH’S ENERGY BUDGET VIEWED FROM THE TOP OF THE ATMOSPHERE

Greenhouse gases



Incoming solar radiation1



• Energy balance: equilibrium

• Temperature: stable



Emitted heat radiation3

= Incoming radiation



 Initial equilibrium state2







Note:



Incoming and outgoing fluxes balanced

Global average surface temperature stable



1



Omitting solar radiation reflected before entering into the atmosphere.

In reality, the Earth’s energy balance is never in perfect equilibrium because of internal variations: oceans and atmosphere are actively moving energy around the

globe, temporarily storing more or less energy and changing global mean temperatures.

3 Emitted radiation is of similar intensity to incoming radiation (in W/m²), but differs in other respects (lower wavelengths, mostly invisible infrareds).

SBC Energy Institute analysis

2



Source:
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1. CORE CONCEPTS OF CLIMATE



CHANGE



What is the greenhouse effect? (2/3)

EARTH’S ENERGY BUDGET VIEWED FROM THE TOP OF THE ATMOSPHERE

Greenhouse gases



Incoming solar radiation



• Energy balance: increased by X



Emitted heat radiation

reduced by X



• Temperature: rising



 Initial equilibrium state



 Greenhouses gases are added









1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



time



Incoming and outgoing fluxes balanced

Global average surface temperature stable



Note:

Source:



Instant decrease in emitted heat radiation

Positive energy imbalance

Extra heat retained by the Earth

Progressive global warming1

Gradual increase in emitted heat radiation



1



Global warming refers to the increase in global average surface temperature, measured over a period of at least 30 years. The atmosphere may warm differently

at different altitudes, but it is at the surface that changes have the most direct impacts on people and ecosystems.

SBC Energy Institute analysis
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1. CORE CONCEPTS OF CLIMATE



CHANGE



What is the greenhouse effect? (3/3)

EARTH’S ENERGY BUDGET VIEWED FROM THE TOP OF THE ATMOSPHERE

Greenhouse gases



Incoming solar radiation

(~340 W/m²)



Emitted heat radiation

= Incoming radiation



• Energy balance: equilibrium

• Temperature: increased by ΔT



 Initial equilibrium state



 Greenhouses gases are added









1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



time



Incoming and outgoing fluxes balanced

Global average surface temperature stable



 New equilibrium reached









Note:

Source:



Instant decrease in emitted heat radiation

Positive energy imbalance

Extra heat retained by the Earth

Progressive global warming

Gradual increase in emitted heat radiation



Stabilization takes several centuries (climate lag)

Energy balance back to equilibrium

New average temperature (increased by ΔT)

Induced climate change1



1



Climate change refers to a significant change in the statistical distribution of weather patterns over a sustained period, of at least 20-30 years.

SBC Energy Institute analysis
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1. CORE CONCEPTS OF CLIMATE



CHANGE



The Earth’s energy balance is influenced by the intensity of solar radiation and

the properties of its atmosphere, surface and oceans

EARTH’S ENERGY BALANCE AT EQUILIBRIUM

Energy flux, (W/m2)

How to read this graph

11. Incoming solar radiation (shortwave radiation,

SWR) is partially reflected by the atmosphere

and the surface.



1



22. The remaining radiation is absorbed and heats

the

surface

(continents,

troposphere - the lower

atmosphere).



oceans

and

part of the



33. The warm Earth emits infrared radiation

4



3



upward (longwave radiation, LWR). The

intensity of this LWR depends on how

atmospheric &amp; oceanic circulation move this

absorbed heat about.



4. 90% of the upwardly directed LWR is

4



2



Note:

Source:



absorbed by GHGs and radiated back

downwards, limiting the ability of the surface to

cool. Without GHGs or any albedo1, Earth

would be about 15°C cooler.



1



Albedo: the fraction of solar radiation reflected by a surface or object, often expressed as percentage

Picture adapted from IPCC (2013), “AR5-WGI”
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1. CORE CONCEPTS OF CLIMATE



CHANGE



On the one hand, clouds, aerosols and the surface partially reflect incoming solar

radiation and contribute to cooling the Earth

EARTH’S ENERGY BALANCE AT EQUILIBRIUM

Energy flux, (W/m2)



A

1. ATMOSPHERIC ALBEDO

About 30% of solar radiation is reflected back into

space before it can heat the Earth’s surface.

 The amount of cloud cover and its

reflectivity are influenced primarily by humidity

and atmospheric circulation, which can be

affected by human-induced climate change.

 Aerosols reflect sunlight and generally have

a cooling effect. They also greatly influence

cloud albedo. Aerosols are small particles in

suspension in the air resulting from fossil-fuel

combustion, and natural volcano eruptions,

dust and sea salt.

 Black carbon (smoke, industrial ash, soot) is

a dark aerosol with a warming effect.



A



B



B

2. SURFACE ALBEDO

 Forest, fields and deserts areas are either

darker or clearer than average, influencing

surface albedo

 Snow/ice reflects light. The surface it covers

is indirectly influenced by human activity

through climate change



Source:



Picture adapted from IPCC (2013), “AR5-WGI”
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